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1. Introduction.2 Let G be a locally compact group, and let L be a
Lie group. Let us denote by D the set of all continuous homomorphisms from G into L. By introducing
the so-called compact-open
topology in D, D becomes a complete uniform space. We shall call
the uniform space D the dual space of G with respect to L in this
paper.
When G is abelian and L is the group of rotations in the euclidean
plane, D coincides with the character group in the sense of Pontrjagin,
and it is well known that D is also locally compact. Here we would
like to generalize the proposition to the nonabelian
case. The purpose of this note is to prove the following two theorems:
Theorem
1. Let G be a locally compact group, and L a compact Lie
group. Then the dual space D is locally compact.

Theorem 2. Let G be a locally compact group and L a Lie group. If
there is a compact generating system in G, then the dual space D is locally
compact.
Remark. If G is an infinitely generated free group with the discrete
topology, and if L is a noncompact
Lie group, then D is homeomorphic with an infinite product of copies of L and accordingly D
is not locally compact.

2. Preliminaries.2 Let M be a set and 77 a topological group. Let
us denote by (M—>77) the topological space composed of all functions
from M into 77 relative to the product topology ( = finite-open topology). By defining the multiplication:
(fg)(x) =/(x)g(x)
for /, g

G(.M—>77)and xGAf, (M—>77)becomes a topological group. When
M is a topological space, we consider a subset (subgroup) [M—»77]
of (M-^II) composed of all continuous functions. For a compact subset C of M and a neighborhood
E of the identity in 77 we define a
subset

(C, E)={f\fe[M-*H]

and f(C) C E) of [if -* 77].

It is easy to see that the set of all possible (C, £)'s forms a base for a
neighborhood system of the identity of a topological group. After
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this [M—>II] denotes the topological group thus topologized. Clearly
the identity mapping brings [M—*H] continuously
into (M—*H)Let us assume that M is a topological group. Let D' be the set of

all homomorphisms from ilfinto-ff. We define D by D=DT\[M—>H].
Since an element / of D' is characterized
by the property /(x)/(y)
=/(xy) for any pair x, y of M, D' is a closed subspace of (M—>H).
D is closed in [M—>H] similarly. When H is a complete topological
group (M—*H) and [M—»if] are known to be complete, and so D'
and D are complete. Hence D' and D are complete uniform spaces. It
is to be noted that when H is locally compact /(x) is a jointly continuous function from [M—*H]XM into H.

Proposition
1. Let G and L be locally compact groups. Then (1)
(G-^L) and [G-+L] are complete topological groups, and D' and D
are closed subspaces of (G—*L) and [G—>L] respectively. (2) For an f
in [G—>L] /(x) is jointly continuous from [G-^>L]xG into L. (3) When
L is compact, D' is compact.
Notations.
We shall write 1 for the identity of the group in
question. By a nucleus of a locally compact group we mean an open
symmetric neighborhood
of 1, whose closure is compact. Let G and
L be locally compact groups, and D the dual space of G with respect to
L. Let/ be in D. For a compact subset C of G and a nucleus E of L
we put

(/; C, E) = {tj g £ D and (f^g)(C) C E).
The set of all possible (/; C, E)'s of course forms a base for the neigh-

borhood system of / in D.
Let L be a Lie group of dimension r. Let us introduce a canonical
system of coordinates of the first kind in a suitable nucleus of L. By
changing the scale if necessary, we may identify a nucleus E with
an open euclidean sphere of radius 2: for a in E, there corresponds
coordinates (au ■ ■ ■ , ar) so that ||a|| = {a\+ ■ ■ ■ +a2T)ll2<2. We denote 5(5) = {a| ||a|| <5} for 0<5^2.
By the definition of a canonical
coordinate system of the first kind, ta = (toi, • • • , tor) forms a local
one-parameter
subgroup for —2/||a|| <¿<2/||a||,
and if j is a positive
integer less than 2/||a||, then a'=ja.

Proposition
2. Let m be a positive integer. Then an element a of L
is contained in the sphere S(\/m) if and only if a, a2, • ■ ■ , a"'£5(l).

Proof. If aGS(l/m),
namely if |[ajj <i/m, then ior j£m, j<l/\\a\\
<2/||a||,
and so a'=ja and ||aJj| =/||a|| <1.
Conversely if a is in 5(1) but not in S(i/m), namely if l/w^||a||
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<1, and if j is the first integer so that 1 ^_7||a||, then j g wand j||a|| <2,

whence a>=jaES(l).
3. Proof of Theorem 1. Let G be a locally compact group, and L
a compact Lie group. We retain the notations in 2. We know that
(G-+L) is compact, and the identity mapping 7 is continuous and
one-to-one from D into (G—+L). Let/ be an element of D. Since/ is
continuous we can find a nucleus F of G so that/(F)C5(l/2).
Take
a nucleus £ of L so that 5(1/2)£C5(1),
where £ denotes the closure
of £. Let us prove that the neighborhood
(/; V, E) has a compact

closure in D. Let us put F= {g|gG7> and (/_Ig)(F)C£}.
suffices to prove that
(A) 7 is an open mapping

It clearly

in E, and

(B) 7(E) is closed in (G^L).
Proof of (A). Let g be in E, and let (g; &, Ei) be a given neighborhood of g. Let us find a finite subset {Xi, • • • , xk} of G and a positive
integer m so that (g; {xi, • • • , xk), S(í/m))í\F(Z(g;
Ci, Ei). For
this purpose take a sufficiently large m such that 5(1/íw)3CEi,
and
take a nucleus U of G such that UmCZV. Since C\ is compact we can

find a finite subset {xi, • • • , xk\ of G so that x\U\J

■ ■ ■Wx^LOG.

We shall prove that {xi, ■ • • , xk] and m thus obtained satisfy the
requirement.
Let us take an h va. (g; \x\, • • • , xk\, S(l/m))r\F.
Let x be in C\.
Then x can be written in a form x = Xyy where y G U and líkjúk.
Hence g(x)~lh(x) = (g(x])g(y))-lh(x])h(y)
= g(y)-1(g(xi)~1h(xj))h(y).
Since h is in (g; {xi, • • • , xk\, S(l/m)),
we have

g(xj)-íh(xj)ES(í/m).
Next for w= l, 2, • • • , m, y"G V and so f~1(yn)g(yn)E:Ë, and
/(r)G5(1/2).
Hence g(y")G5(l/2)£C5(l).
Because g(yn) =g(y)n
we have g(y)ES(l/m)
by Proposition 2. Similarly h(y)ÇzS(l/m).
Hence g(x)_1A(x)G5(l/wz)3CEi, namely hE(g; G, Ei).
Proof of (B). Let C1(7(E)) be the closure of 7(E) in (G^>L), Since
D' is closed in (G—>i) we have C1(7(E))C7>'- Let g be an element of
C1(7(E)) and let E2 be a given nucleus of L. We may take w so large

that 5(l/w) C£2. Take a nucleus IF of G so that IFn+^C V. Then for
an x in W, x, x2, • • • , x"+1G V and so/(xi)_IA(xi)G£
for hEF and

i=\,2,
■ ■ ■, w+ 1. Therefore h(xi)=h(x)iES(l/2)ECS(l).
Hence
by Proposition 2, Ä(x)G5(l/(w + l)). Since gGCl(7(E)),
g(x)

GCl(5(l/(w+l)))C5(l/w)CE2,

namely g(W)CE2, which implies

that gG7(7J>).Thus we proved that C1(7(E))C7(7>)> and so 7(E) is
closed.
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4. Proof of Theorem 2. Let G be a locally compact group with a
compact generating system. Then obviously there is a nucleus V
which generates G. Let us consider a function J from D into [7—*L]

defined by Jf=f\

V, where f\ V is the restriction of/ in V.

Lemma I. J is bicontinuous,

namely D is homeomorphic with J{D).

Proof. Since V generates G, J is one-to-one. The continuity
is
obvious. Let us prove the openness of /.
Let (/; Ci, Ei) be a given neighborhood
of / in D. We can find a
positive integer m such that Vm"DCi. Let us consider a function 0

defined by
d)(ui, ■ • • , um; a2, ■ • ■ , Om)
= añl{

■ • • (aTl({a2-lUia2)u2)azUz)

■ ■ - )amum,

where w¿£L and a¿£/(F).
Since <p{\, ■ ■ ■ , 1; a2, • • ■ , am) = i, we
can find a nucleus E2 of L so that if U\, • • • , um are in E2, then
0(«i, • ■ • , um, a2, • • • , am) is in Ei. Let x be an arbitrary element in
C\. Then we can find Xi, • • • , xm in V so that x = Xi • • ■xm. Let g be

in (/; V, E2). Then
f(x)-!g(x)

= (/(xi)

• • •/(xro))-1(g(xi)

• • • g(xm))

= <b(ui, • • • , um; a2, ■ ■ • , am)

wheref{x,)~^g{x¡) =Uj£E2and/(xy)

=ßj£/(F).

Hence/(x)-'g(x)££i,

namely (/; V, E2)C.(f; C\, Ei), which proves the lemma.
Next let us fix an element/

of D, and for a g in D we define g* in

[G—>L]by g*(x) =f(x)~1g(x). Then g* satisfies
(1)

g*(xy) = /(y)-1g*(x)/(y)g*(y)

for x and y in G, and conversely if a function g* in [G—->L]satisfies
(1), then g*=f~1g for some g in D. Let W be an arbitrary nucleus of

G. Set

i? = f-l<f] W, Cl(5(l/2))) = {g*\ g*(W)C Cl(5(l/2)) and g* £/"1Z)}.
Lemma 2. i"| W= {g*\ W\g*GF}
functions.

is an equicontinuous

family

of

Proof. Let £ be a given nuclus of L. Let us prove the existence of
a nucleus U of G so that x, xy£W,
y£ £/ and g*£F imply that
g*(x)~Jg*(xy)£E.
For this purpose let us first take an integer m,
with S(t/m)(ZE,
and a positive number e such that

(2)

Cl(5(l/2))5(e)2C5(l).
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Next for the e and the m we shall take a positive number

Si such that

if a, bG 5(1) and cGS(Si) then
(3)
Next

(arlc-lacb)i G VS(t)
let us find a positive

for/ = 1, 2, • • • , m.

number

52 such that

if aG5(l)

and

cES(d2) then
(4)

(c-^ac^)(c-'+2ac'-2)

■ ■ ■ (c-lac)a G a'S(e)

for j= 1, 2, • • • , m, and let 5 be the minimum of Si and 52. Take a
nucleus

¡7i of G, with f(Ui)QS(5),

and also take a nucleus

U2 such

that U¡CW, and set UiC\U2= U. Then we have

(5)

f(U)CS(Ô)

and E/mC IF.

Let x and xy be in IF so that y EU. Let g* be in E. Then g*(IF)

CC1(5(1/2))C5(1). By (1) we have
(6)

g*(x)~Y(xy) = g*(x)-lf(y)-1g*(x)f(y)g*(y).

Hence using (3) we have

(7)

(g*(x)-Y(xy)V E g*(y)'S(e)

for/ - 1, 2, • • •, m.

On the other hand, since

g*6»)= (/OO-'+'^/OO'-1) • • • {f(y)-lg*(y)f(y))g*(y),
(4) implies that

(8)

g*(yOE g*(y)>S(e).

From (7) and (8) we have
(g*(x)-'g*(xy)V E g*(y>)S(e)2.

From yEW

it follows that g*(3"')CCl(5(l/2)),

whence

(g*(x)-Y(xy)y G Cl(5(l/2))5(e)2 C 5(1)
by (2), for j=i,

2, ■ ■ ■ , m. Hence by Proposition 2

g*(x)-ig*(xy) E S(\/m) C E.
Lemma 3. F\ W is compact, if W generates G.

Proof. We shall denote by (IF—>Cl(S(l/2))) the topological space
composed of all functions from IF into Cl(5(l/2))
with the product
topology, and let us consider the identity mapping 7 from F\ W into
(W—*Cl(5(l/2))),
which is clearly one-to-one and continuous. Because (IF—>Cl(5(l/2))) is compact, it suffices to prove that 7 is an
open mapping and 7(E¡ W) is a closed set.
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(A) Openness of /. Let g* be an element of F. For a neighborhood
of g* in F\ W we can find a smaller one of the form (g*; W, E)

=f-\g; W, E)={h*\h*ef1D
nucleus

and (g*~1h*)(W)CE}, where £ is a

of L. Let us find a finite subset

{xi, • ■ ■ , xk] oí W and a

nucleus £1 of Z, such that (g*; IF, £)D(g*;

{x!, • • • , xk), Ei)C\F,

where (g*; {xi, • • • , x*}, £i)=/_I(g;
{xi, • • • , xk), Ei).
For this purpose let us first take a nucleus Ei of L satisfying

Eia_IEiöEi£E
F(U)(ZEi

for a£/(IF),

using Lemma

and find a nucleus U of G in W so that

2. Next let us take xi, • • • , x&£IF so that

xit/U • • ■WxfcCOF.
Let x be in IF. Then we can find ayinU

such that x = x¿y for some

j. Let A* be in (g*; {xi, • • • , x*}, Ei)PiF. Then by (1) g*(x)-%*(x)
= g*(xJ-y)-1Ä*(xyy) =g*(y)-1/(y)-1(g*fe)-1Ä*(xJ))/(y)Ä*(y).
On the
other hand, since y£i/
we have g*(y)££i
and A*(y)£Ei,
and
fe*£(g*; {xi, • • • , Xi}, Ei) implies that g*(x/)_1/i*(Xj)£Ei.
From

UCW it follows that/([/)£/(F).
(B) I(F\ W) is closed.

Hence g*(x)-1A*(x)CE.

For a pair x, y of elements of W so that xy is also in W, and for a
g* in F we have the relation (1). Hence if h* is in the closure of the

image of F in (ÏF"->S(l/2)), the_n_Ä*(xy)=/(y)-%*(x)/(y)Ä*(y). Let
us put h(x) =f(x)h*(x) for x£IF. Then h{xy)—h{x)h{y) for x, y,
xy£IF.

Since E] IF is equicontinuous

by Lemma 2, Ä* is continuous,

and so is h.
Let Xi, • • • , xm,yi, • • • , y„ be elements of IF. If Xi • • • xm=yi • • •

y„, then for g=fg*GfF,
g(xi) • • • g(xm) = g(yO • • • g(yn),

whence we have
h(xi) • ■ • h{xm) = h{yi) ■ ■ ■h(yn).
Because IF generates G, h can be extended to a continuous
morphism h from G into L.

Hence h*=t^GF,

homo-

and h* = h* in W. Therefore 7(E| W) is closed.

Proof of Theorem
2. By Lemma 1, D is homeomorphic with
J(D). On the other hand if we put IF= F in Lemma 3 then we have
the result that J(F) is compact. Since [V—*E] is a topological group,

J(f)J(F)=J(f;

V, Cl(5(l/2))

locally compact,

and so is D.

is also compact. Accordingly J{D) is
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